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Thermal Grizzly is a registered trademark.

Trademark Information

The data in this technical data sheet are based on our current knowledge 
and experience. Due to the large amount of possible factors, this should 
not be construed as to release the users from doing their own tests and 
screening. No legally binding assurance of specific properties or 
applicability for a concrete purpose should be derived from these data. 
Please consider contacting us for further detail. It is the responsibility of the 
recipient of our products to ensure that any proprietary rights and existing 
laws and legislation are observed.
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Absorbent
Soft and gentle

Short informations

Scope of delivery

3x Applicators

The low viscosity of liquid metal poses a challenge for precise applicati-
on. With the Thermal Grizzly Applicators, liquid metal thermal paste can 
be applied efficiently without contaminating the liquid metal with 
material residues, as is the case when using standard cotton buds. The 
Thermal Grizzly Applicators are special, lint-free industrial applicators 
whose black coloring offers the practical side effect that residues of 
the liquid metal paste are clearly visible.

This product offers you three black Thermal Grizzly Applicators 
designed to facilitate the application and even distribution of liquid 
metal thermal paste.

 Applicators Liquid Metal

Technical data

*Net weight is the total weight of an article excluding the weight of packaging and accessories. 
The gross weight refers to the total weight of the product including accessories and packaging. 
Slight weight deviations are possible due to production factors.

Unit:     Value/description:
Material:   Cotton, Paper
Colour:    Black
Typical application:  Tools for distributing
    liquid metal
Package size:     12x7x0,5 cm
*Gross weight:    3 g
*Net weight:   2 g
Item number:   TG-AL-3-50
EAN-Code:   4260711990083
PU:    50 Pcs.


